Scanning path optimization for ultrasound surgery.
One of the problems in ultrasound surgery is the long treatment times when large tumour volumes are sonicated. Large tumours are usually treated by scanning the tumour volume using a sequence of individual focus points. During the scanning, it is possible that surrounding healthy tissue suffers from undesired temperature rise. The selection of the scanning path so that the tumour volume is treated as fast as possible while temperature rise in healthy tissue is minimized would increase the efficiency of ultrasound surgery. The main purpose of this paper is to develop a computationally efficient method which optimizes the scanning path. The optimization algorithm is based on the minimum time formulation of the optimal control theory. The developed algorithm uses quadratic cost criteria to obtain the desired thermal dose in the tumour region. The derived method is evaluated with numerical simulations in 3D which are applied to ultrasound surgery of the breast in simplified geometry. Results from the simulations show that the treatment time as well as the total applied energy can be decreased from 16% to 43% as compared to standard sonication. The robustness of the optimized scanning path is studied by varying the perfusion and absorption in the tumour region.